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Geonosis tb spreadsheet

It's not perfect, but it works. All you need to do is copy your guild gp members from swgoh.gg/g/[guild #]/[guild name]/gp/ and paste it into the gp sheet. Then it will tell you how many stars you can get for LS and DS TB, along with how many points you are getting more stars in each territory in each stage. Feel free to
copy and use for yourself if you think it would be helpful. Feedback is also welcome. Edit to add: Anything in light blue can be changed based on your expected performance, the projection will be updated automatically (for example, if you can fill only 2 platoons in a territory). Here's a table I've compiled known information
about the different tb phases, extracted from the various GameChangers videos. Along the front row is the territory name along with the GP values needed to win 1, 2 and 3*. Below that is the list of missions found in that territory, divided with Type, Requirements and Rewards. Just be in mind that some of this information
is subject to change. I would anticipate that the missions could be slightly random as far as the territory in which they appear, which could also mean that gp to star values change from TB to TB. But we'll see. EDIT: I did a &lt;Google drive=spreadsheet=&gt;screenshot &gt; and updated. EDIT 2 (31/8 7h): Updated
spreadsheet and screenshot with preliminary phase information. The special mission in phase 3 is now showing a 7* requirement for CHan and HRSoldier, the territories for the Phoenix and Rogue 1 missions have changed, and ship combat missions are now requiring only LS ships. swgoh.gg profile: Pyrefly - Check out
my galactic energy tables and my tb phase information tables!! Post edited by Pyrefly in August 20172 Page 2 @Pyrefly you deserve one I think should be the standard trophy used in this frame for people who do a good job like Pyrefly. When you're used to privilege, equality seems like oppression. It started in mid-
February 2017, not trying to reach the top. Google Apps Script SWGoH Territory Battles Google Spreadsheet Text Template being started Make sure you have installed a recent version of Node.js install Clasp and TypeScript npm install -g @google/clasp typescript this project and edit .clasp.json with the scriptId of your
copy of the Spreadsheet template (see above) perform the installation of the command wire The src directory contains the packaged code that is pushed as Google Apps Script to the Google spreadsheet. Build your own copy Prerequisite: Have Google Clasp CLI installed (Recommended) by configuring your TypeScript
IDE steps: Make a local copy of the GitHub repository. perform the installation of command wires Edit the .clasp.json file with the scriptId of own copy of the Territory Battles worksheet If necessary, edit the source files .ts under the src/Use Clasp CLI directory to push the transbared TypeScript into your Google script
(Optional) issue a pull request for your &lt;/Google&gt; &lt;/Google&gt; to be added to the official Release About Developer Reaching you on discord contributions and feature requests are welcome. License MIT License (c) Guillaume Contesso also known as PopGoesTheWza Page 2 You cannot perform this action at
this time. You signed up with another tab or window. Recharge to update your session. You went out on another account or window. Recharge to update your session. We use optional third-party analytics cookies to understand how you use GitHub.com so we can build better products. Learn more. We use optional third-
party analytics cookies to understand how you use GitHub.com so we can build better products. You can always update your selection by clicking Cookie Preferences at the bottom of the page. For more information, see our Privacy Statement. We use essential cookies to perform essential functions of the site, for
example, they are used to log in. Learn more Always active We use analytics cookies to understand how you use our websites so that we can make them better, for example, they are used to collect information about the pages you visit and how many clicks you need to accomplish a task. Learn more from the SWGoH
Help WikiExclusive event unit For detailed information on how Territory Battles work, see the overview of territory battles. Heroes All your Geonosis Heroes gain the following skill: Published by Boba's on January 24, 2020 Reinforcements: Clone Sergeant ARC-170Plo Koon's Jedi StarfighterRex's ARC-170Strategy1.First
reinforcement is Sergeant Clone ARC-1702. Remain full of protection while it causes3. Bring Plo to the curve and health meter4. Don't worry if you miss jka5. Strengthen with Snips and play defensively defensively
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